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santiago flight 513

Based on a fictional tale: In 1954, a flight went missing and 30 years later 
reappeared. The only thing left was the skeletal remains of the 92 people 
on board. Many different theories came about but one theory stood out 
of it all was time warp. 

Relates to the alternate dimensions in Quantum Theory.
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superstitions

Relating to quantum entanglement where one thing happens, and some-
thing else completely unrelated happens. For example, some common 
superstitions is Asian culture:

When you open an umbrella inside your home, a snake would appear.
When you whistle at night, a pontianak will come.
When a moth appears in your home, “someone” will be visiting.
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mirror touch synesthesia
“a rare condition which causes individuals to experience a similar sensation in the 
same part of the body (such as touch) that another person feels. For example, if 
someone with this condition were to observe someone touching their cheek, they 

would feel the same sensation on their own cheek.”

neurons
Neurons are cells that transmit electrical signals throughout our body to help 
our brain and spinal cord communicate with the rest of us.

The neurons we’re talking about here are found in an area of the brain 
called the premotor cortex, which is the part of your brain that is responsible 
for planning future action. So, if you’re about to reach out and grab some-
thing, this part of your brain is activated.

While observing the actions of monkeys, scientists discovered something 
curious: in some monkeys, these cells were activated both when a monkey 
reached out and grasped something and also when that monkey observed 
another reaching out to grab something. Because of this mirror-like action, 
scientists termed these cells ‘mirror neurons’.
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neurons

from: https://www.deviantart.com/fizzgig/art/Zom-
bie-Monkey-69796237

https://www.deviantart.com/vashtastic/art/peachMon-
key-139887360



https://gizmodo.com/i-was-a-test-subject-for-brain-experiments-1707113504
https://videohive.net/item/neurons-logo-2pack/11808844

https://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/320289.php



https://www.deviantart.com/marilyndraws/art/Cute-Chibi-Ani-
mals-Commission-732367855

https://www.deviantart.com/matchola/art/4th-
Kind-Contact-195029273

“cute but sinister”
Cute monkeys juxtapose with a sinister science experiment
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4jdycoEXgYA

http://thewritemoments.blogspot.com/2011/08/brain-blast.html

http://picturexe.pw/All-6-Rorschach-inkblot-tests-Art-print-on-Upcy-
cled-1903-Medical.html

inspirations

https://fineartamerica.com/featured/5-nerve-cell-mehau-kulyk.
html?product=art-print

Artist: Baugausm



mirror touch synesthesia

https://www.rebelcircus.com/blog/rare-condition-allows-literally-feel-some-
one-elses-pain/4/

https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/sensorium/201805/bearing-witness-mir-
ror-touch-synesthesia

https://www.ted.com/talks/vs_ramachandran_the_neurons_that_shaped_civilization

https://www.betterhelp.com/advice/synesthesia/what-is-mirror-touch-synesthesia/

https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/be9d/909bf9ee0dc8f18e8712d2c399d90e8ce7b8.pdf

http://www.academia.edu/25746433/Mirror_Neurons_and_Mirror-Touch_Synesthesia


